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The global economic recovery has been particularly 
robust this year. But because economies around 
the world opened up again at almost exactly the 
same time, both supply chains and raw materials in-
ventories have been squeezed considerably. The 
images of dozens of container ships waiting off the 
Californian coast to offload at the Long Beach port 
speak volumes. They are a symbol of the many bott-
lenecks that are starting to affect the global eco-
nomy and a clear sign that growth is past its peak in 

industrialised countries. This will inevitably lead to a slowdown over the co-
ming months. However, that’s good news when it comes to inflation, which 
has been rising in recent months and will prompt central banks to start nor-
malising monetary policy. 

Everything suggests, however, that growth in both the US and Europe will 
remain robust in 2022, with these economies expanding at a faster pace 
than in recent years. Meanwhile, emerging market countries may have to 
wait slightly longer for their economies to pick up again because of their 
more sluggish vaccination campaigns. China’s troubled real estate sector 
has been a source of some concern, although the difficulties it faces were 
probably caused by monetary policy being tightened a little too abruptly. 
China is likely to ease up now, by loosening lending conditions and slightly 
relaxing regulations affecting some sectors of the economy. 

These shifts in both economic growth and monetary policies confirm that 
the stock market cycle has entered a new phase, which means that perfor-
mance will be weaker and more volatile. We may soon have to start thinking 
about reducing risk in our portfolios. But for now, we are still overweight on 
equities – investor sentiment is currently very depressed and the last quar-
ter of the year is usually buoyed by seasonal trends. What’s more, equities 
are still more appealing than bonds. The outlook for bonds has worsened 
owing to ongoing inflationary pressures and the tapering of asset repurcha-
se programmes by central banks. 

The change in monetary policies could also have an impact on exchange 
rates, with the currencies of countries where interest rates are most likely to 
rise faring the best. We think that pound sterling, the Norwegian krone and 
the US dollar will do well in this climate. Finally, we have slightly increased our 
exposure to commodities – which we expect to continue to suffer from sup-
ply chain problems – with equal weightings in industrial metals, energy and 
gold. Gold has not been lifted by the economic recovery but is still useful for 
diversification and hedging purposes.

A more moderate recovery 
After going full throttle, the global economic recovery is now showing signs of fatigue, partly 
because supply chains, which have been hit by excessive demand, are feeling the strain in places. 
However, this slowdown should help to keep the lid on inflation, and growth is still robust enough 
to support the stock markets for a little while longer.

Synopsis

  We will soon have to start thinking 
about reducing risk in our portfolios. 
But for now, we are still overweight 
on equities – investor sentiment is 
currently very depressed, and the last 
quarter of the year is usually buoyed 
by seasonal trends.  
Daniel Varela  Chief Investment Officer
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The growth peak we wrote about in the early sum-
mer has now been reached. US GDP growth has 
started to stall, and so have activity indicators, 
consumer confidence and employment. If you’re 
optimistic, you might say that this is a healthy return 
to normal levels after a period of record expansion. 
But if you’re more pessimistic, you could say this 
slowdown is not good news for the US economy. The 

reality is no doubt somewhere in the middle. 
It’s true that with the economy slowing, companies will find it harder to 
exceed expectations, although earnings growth is still well above its long-
run average. Close to 90% of S&P 500 companies beat – and in some 
cases thrashed – the consensus during the Q2 earnings season. But that 
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After the euphoria
United States

The US’s stunning economic recovery in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis began to peter 
out in recent weeks, and enthusiasm has started to wane. With monetary policy soon to be 
tightened and valuations at record highs, US equities now offer limited upside.

figure has almost certainly passed its peak, and there should be fewer 
positive surprises in Q3. But it was the extent of these positive surprises 
that pushed stock market indexes to new highs. Companies still have the 
potential to beat consensus estimates, which should be enough to keep 
stock prices on an upward trend, albeit a gentler one.
Unfortunately, investors will have more to worry about than economic 
growth as we enter the final quarter of the year. Inflation is soaring, the 
manufacturing sector is experiencing bottlenecks, and the Fed is very 

likely to tighten monetary policy – all factors that could weigh on the 
stock markets. Lastly, let’s not forget the never-ending public health risk 
linked to COVID-19. US stock multiples are still surprisingly high given 
that interest rates are gradually rising. We would welcome a return to 
more normal levels, so that we can move back into the US market with 
more confidence.
In this climate, we are maintaining a relatively cautious stance on US equi-
ties, which are currently less attractive than stocks in some other regions. 
Our sector allocation reflects this conservative approach: we prefer stocks 
that offer both stability and visibility over highly cyclical ones.
We recognise that US fundamentals are still robust, and some might say 
that we’re seeing the glass as half empty when it’s actually half full. But the 
key is knowing whether the glass is getting fuller or emptying out. We think 
it might actually be emptying out, which is why it’s hard to imagine that US 
equities will outperform in the coming months.

  Close to 90% of S&P 500 
companies beat – and in some cases 
thrashed – the consensus during the 
Q2 earnings season. But that figure 
has almost certainly passed its peak, 
and there should be fewer positive 
surprises in Q3.      
Daniel Steck Analyst-ManagerVery high expectations

After reaching record highs earlier this year, the ISM manufacturing PMI 
is now pointing downwards, and companies will start finding it harder to 
outdo consensus estimates.

Sources: Institute for Supply Management, Standard & Poor’s, Refinitiv, Haver Analytics, 
FactSet, Credit Suisse



European equities have performed well so far this year. Recent develop-
ments indicate that they may be coming out of the erratic pattern they had 
been following since the 2008 financial crisis; this is largely thanks to the 
recovery plan and the European Green Deal. First-half earnings came in 
broadly better than expected, and earnings forecasts have been revised up 
more than in other economic blocs, suggesting that the upbeat climate will 
continue. However, the main investment case for European equities is the 
gap between the dividend yields and bond yields. It is flirting with all-time 
highs despite the many companies that were forced to cut or even cancel 
their dividends during the pandemic. What’s more, risk premiums in Europe 
are not only above their long-run averages, but they’re also above those in 
other world regions as well – including the US.

The German market has been one of the most underperforming markets 
since this spring. We believe it primarily reflects election-related uncertainty, 
along with the large weighting of cyclical stocks in the index. However, we 
don’t think that the election outcome will have a substantial effect on share 
prices, considering that listed German companies generally have limited 
exposure to the domestic market. However, improved business sentiment 
towards China – a major trading partner for Germany – could be a catalyst. 
Finally, it’s worth pointing out that valuations are at a 30-year low, which 
seems exaggerated in light of companies’ fundamentals. 
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While both the US and China sparked various concerns 
in the third quarter, Europe’s economy enjoyed solid 
momentum. Its services sector in particular rebounded 
sharply thanks to the large-scale vaccination campaign 
and the gradual easing of pandemic-related restric-
tions. While the region’s economic growth is now star-
ting to normalise – lagging a few months behind the US 
– it still looks set to remain above its long-term average 

for several more years. Consumer spending will be driven by high savings rates 
and pent-up demand, and the NextGenerationEU programme is now up and 
running. The EU is therefore embarking on a major investment programme, par-
ticularly in sectors related to digitalisation and the energy transition, and this will 
underpin long-term economic growth. Its main beneficiaries will be southern 
European countries – hit particularly hard by the pandemic – with the corollary 
that this will help to even out growth rates across the region.

The right cards to play
Europe will soon close out an exceptional year and the region’s momentum remains very strong. 
Its long-term growth prospects are bright, especially since they are supported by the EU’s large-
scale recovery plans namely the Next Generation EU program and the seven-year budget both 
amounting to EUR 1.8 trillion, which includes €600 billion for the European Green Deal.

  The EU is embarking on a major 
investment programme, particularly 
in sectors related to digitalisation and 
the energy transition, and this will 
underpin long-term economic growth. 
Its main beneficiaries will be southern 
European countries – hit particularly 
hard by the pandemic – with the 
corollary that this will help to even  
out growth rates across the region.      
Christina Carlsten Analyst-Manager

Europe

Spotlight on dividends

In terms of dividend yield, European equities are much more attractive 
than government bonds.

Sources: MSCI, Refinitiv and Morgan Stanley Research



Even though economic indicators seem to be losing 
steam in Switzerland, the growth outlook for the 
Swiss economy is still bright, with GDP growth 
expected to remain solid for the next two years. 
Domestic growth is mostly back at cruising speed, 
primarily because of the relatively limited rise in 
Swiss unemployment. And exports will continue to 
be buoyed by the economic recovery in the rest of 

Europe. And for once, they shouldn’t be held back by a strong Swiss franc 
– the franc has been stable against both the euro and the dollar in recent 
quarters. This positive outlook is now reflected in corporate earnings fore-
casts, which are regularly being revised upwards by analysts. 
Yet Swiss equities have posted a disappointing performance in 2021: 
although they gained ground over the summer, the SPI and SMI are still 
lagging behind global indexes. Investors have cooled on blue chips, 
which are now broadly undervalued despite their solid fundamentals. 
The smallest caps, which are more cyclical, have fared much better. 
This gap between the market’s heavyweights and its more discreet 
players should start to narrow. Volatility has risen recently and will 
likely remain in the coming months, so we expect investors to turn back 
to high-quality stocks, which will be a boon for the Swiss market. The 

finance sector, a cornerstone of the Swiss economy, should do well as 
interest rates gradually start to rise.
Another factor in favour of Swiss stocks is their valuations – they are 
currently trading at a major discount relative to indexes in other regions. 
This anomaly should correct in the coming months as investors seek 
protection against the economic slowdown that is now setting in. 
We therefore remain overweight on Swiss equities, with a preference for 
the most defensive stocks. The current climate warrants equal exposure 
to small and large caps. 
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An attractive market  
despite the slowdown

Switzerland

Even though their fundamentals are excellent, Swiss equities – regardless of 
their market cap – weren’t lifted as much by the global recovery as the major 
global indexes were. With economic growth set to slow, the strong earnings 
figures recorded in Switzerland could soon help domestic equities to catch up.

  Yet Swiss equities have posted a 
disappointing performance in 2021: 
although they gained ground over 
the summer, the SPI and SMI are 
still lagging behind global indexes. 
Investors have cooled on blue chips, 
which are now broadly undervalued 
despite their solid fundamentals.      
Daniel Steck Analyst-Manager

Analysts’ upward 
revisions on both 
earnings and sales 
for the 2021–2023 
period are a good 
sign for Swiss 
equities, which 
currently appear  
to be undervalued.

Estimates are on the rise

Sources: Bloomberg, Kepler Cheuvreux



Third, there’s the series of tighter regulations brought in by Beijing, which is 
unprecedented in terms of length, breadth and severity, with China picking 
up the pace of its regulatory reforms considerably in late July. The Chinese 
government’s targets have ranged from online tutoring companies and 
video-game developers to casino operators in Macao. Although investors 
have now grown accustomed to Beijing’s new stance and are responding 
less vigorously and indiscriminately than before, it’s hard to say how long this 
new hard line will last. In the meantime, President Xi Jinping’s efforts to 
achieve “common prosperity” by promoting the re-distribution of wealth 
stands to undermine investor confidence. 

Finally, Evergrande can now be added to the list of factors to worry about, as the 
Chinese government seems ready to let this overindebted “real estate Titanic” 
sink. We believe that if Evergrande does file for bankruptcy, that would mainly 
affect its bondholders and wouldn’t trigger a systemic crisis. Beijing has both the 
will and the resources to prevent contagion to the rest of the economy. 

Unless the region changes its strategy for dealing with the pandemic, its eco-
nomic growth could be interrupted at any time, and investor confidence in 
the region will remain shaky until we get better visibility on the Chinese regu-
lator’s next moves. There are many sources of concern and market operators 
are no longer rattled by the threats, that’s why even a marginally positive 
signal from Beijing could prompt investors to upgrade their outlook on emer-
ging market equities. We therefore recommend maintaining diversified 
exposure and favouring Chinese domestic stocks (A shares), as these com-
panies are aligned with the central government’s long-term objectives. 
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Given China’s heavy weighting in emerging market 
indexes, it’s not surprising that worries about its eco-
nomy took centre stage in analyses of the region’s 
outlook in recent months. Since the start of the year, 
emerging market equities have lagged substantially 
behind their peers in the developed world. What fac-
tors are behind this underperformance?

First, we would point to the slowing Chinese economy. We would expect to 
see growth start to normalise some 18 months after the pandemic first hit. 
But the main element driving the deceleration this year, after the upswing in 
2020, is the weaker monetary support being provided by China’s central 
bank compared with central banks in developed countries.  

Second, the “zero Covid” strategy adopted by China and most other Asian 
countries is also weighing on growth in those economies. This strategy 
entails imposing a strict lockdown in response to even the smallest rise in 
infections – handicapping the economic recovery in the process. The effects 
were clearly visible in August during China’s third wave. 

A test of patience 
Times are hard for emerging markets, which have underperformed since the start 
of the year. The fault lies with, among other things, the slowdown in the Chinese 
economy, the paralysing consequences of “zero Covid” strategies and the impact 
of Evergrande on China’s real-estate market.

  Evergrande can now be added  
to the list of factors to worry about,  
as the Chinese government seems 
ready to let this overindebted “real 
estate Titanic” sink. We believe 
that if Evergrande does file for 
bankruptcy, this would mainly affect 
its bondholders and wouldn’t trigger 
a systemic crisis. Beijing has both 
the will and the resources to prevent 
contagion to the rest of the economy.      
Ed Yau Analyst-Manager

Emerging markets

Consequences of the “zero Covid” strategy 

A marked rebound in Covid infections this summer prompted Beijing to 
introduce a series of particularly restrictive measures that intensified the 
country’s economic slowdown.

Source: Johns Hopkins University



suggest will most likely be led by Fumio Kishida – in better standing for the 
legislative elections this autumn. The Japanese stock market generally 
tends to do well in the run-up to elections for the lower house. Studies 
have demonstrated a strong correlation between the Topix and the num-
ber of seats taken by the winning party. 
This good news on the political front comes hand in hand with the pros-
pect of an uptick in economic growth. Earnings forecasts have also been 
revised sharply upwards for Q4 and for 2021 as a whole.
Japanese stocks are reasonably priced. Progress on the vaccination front 
means the country’s borders could be reopened in the coming months, and 
a slate of stimulus measures could be introduced after the elections. In 
short, the stars are well aligned for Japanese stocks to keep doing well.

Japanese stocks have been catching up with their 
peers in other developed countries since mid-
August. This is primarily because of the uptick in 
the country’s vaccine rollout. Whereas Japan’s 
vaccination rate had been lagging far behind the 
rest of the developed world, it has since improved 
and in September even surpassed those of the US 
and Switzerland – two countries that had started 

their rollouts several months earlier.  
Another reason for the rebound in Japanese stocks relates to Prime Minis-
ter Yoshihide Suga’s resignation in early September. The departure of this 
unpopular leader will put the Liberal Democratic Party – which the polls 
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Still playing catch-up
Japan

Thanks to an intensive vaccine rollout and the positive impact this has had on the country’s economy, 
Japanese stocks have made up some of the ground they lost in the first two quarters of 2021. 
Additional support should come from the new government that will take office in the coming weeks 
and could bring in a fresh round of stimulus measures.

  The Japanese stock market generally tends to do well in the run-up 
to elections for the lower house. Studies have demonstrated a strong 
correlation between the Topix and the number of seats taken by the 
winning party.      
Ed Yau Analyst-Manager

Source: Our World in Data

Lightning-fast rollout
After a delay of 
several months, the 
Japanese government 
finally rolled out 
vaccines at lightning 
speed, bringing the 
country’s vaccination 
rate in line with other 
industrialised nations. 
That was a boon for 
its economy – and its 
stock market as well.
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The sharp uptick in growth in recent months has 
put supply chains under strain. It’s clear that in 
many ways the world wasn’t ready for economies to 
abruptly stop and start as restrictions were imposed 
and then lifted again. Raw materials inventories are 
dwindling, freight rates have soared and many sec-
tors in industrialised economies are struggling to 
find the labour they need to meet demand.

All of this has caused another rise in inflation, which central banks had 
insisted would be transitory. We’ll have to watch this space – while 
consumer price indexes recently flattened, there still seems to be 
pressure on upstream prices. What’s more, wage rises appear to be 
looming in the States, which would push prices up further. We there-
fore wouldn’t be surprised if inflation is more persistent than initially 
expected in the US. This would prompt the Fed to review its optimistic 
inflation scenario and perhaps even to speed up its monetary policy 
normalisation. That could, in turn, lead other central banks – and par-
ticularly those in Europe – to do the same.

Long-term interest  
rates set to rise
Investors are getting ready for the rise in long-term interest rates that we will inevitably see when 
monetary policies begin returning to normal, as expected very soon. Now that the recovery is well under 
way, it’s time for central banks to start tapering their bond purchases.

We don’t think bond yields can remain at rock bottom in this climate. Whate-
ver happens, the expected tapering of asset purchase programmes in the 
months ahead will almost certainly push up long-term interest rates. We are 
therefore taking a cautious approach in terms of duration, and we still recom-
mend investing part of bond portfolios in US inflation-indexed bonds.

  We wouldn’t be surprised if 
inflation is more persistent than 
initially expected in the US.  
This would prompt the Fed to review 
its optimistic inflation scenario 
and perhaps even to speed up its 
monetary policy normalisation. 
That could, in turn, lead other 
central banks – and particularly 
those in Europe – to do the same.      
Daniel Varela Chief Investment Officer

Bonds

Source : Bloomberg

Forecasts
Ten-year yields should 
move upwards in line 
with the inflation 
expectations curve, 
which is back at 2016 
and 2018 levels.

!



Hedge funds maintained their strong momentum in 
the third quarter. Directional strategies again pos-
ted the best returns despite the rapid rotations 
between different investment styles.
Arbitrage strategies fared less well. Their mana-
gers have already made the most of the opportuni-
ties brought about by the pandemic. Following the 
markets’ return to normal in the first quarter, arbi-

trage managers have been waiting for the environment to be better for 
them. These strategies follow quite a standard cycle: they take advantage 
of market dislocations to enter positions at attractive levels. Following the 
uptick in volatility in late September, a number of opportunities seem to be 
gradually taking shape, not only among convertible bonds and special-
purpose acquisition companies (SPACs), but also in M&A arbitrage strate-
gies owing to the increase in regulatory risks.
Directional managers have begun to reduce market sensitivity. With stock 
markets making solid gains at the end of the summer and investment 
opportunities increasingly scarce, they took profits on their long positions. 
Their net exposure may still be high in historical terms, but this tactical 
change served them well when volatility picked up.
Alternative strategies have been performing well for more than a year and 
are clearly back in favour. They have recorded positive inflows since the 
end of the first quarter, reaching their highest level in six years. What’s 
more, hedge fund launches have picked up, with some of them raising 
nearly USD 1 billion. Given the level of interest from investors, it is safe to 
say that alternative strategies have finally moved past the problems cau-
sed by the financial crisis and are back on their feet.
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Solid uptrend
Alternative funds

Alternative managers turned in another good performance in the third 
quarter, with directional strategies doing particularly well. Alternative funds 
are clearly back in favour.

  Following the uptick in volatility 
in late September, a number of 
opportunities seem to be gradually 
emerging, not only among convertible 
bonds and SPACs but also in M&A 
arbitrage strategies, owing to the 
increase in regulatory risks.      
Léonard Dorsaz Analyst-Manager



Since the pandemic began some 18 months ago, 
central banks in developed countries have stayed 
largely in sync with their monetary policies. The num-
ber one priority was to support their governments’ 
stimulus measures by keeping interest rates as low 
as possible. But these emergency policies are now 
coming to an end, and asset purchase programmes 
will be tapered. Some second-tier central banks have 
already started the process or are about to do so. 

Among the major central banks, the Fed is now poised to put the brakes on. It 
will probably start reining in its asset purchases towards the end of this year, 
and the first rate hike is likely to take place in late 2022.
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Not all central banks will change their monetary policies at the same time or 
in the same way, which should bring more volatility to the forex market and 
generate investment opportunities. Investors will once again be keeping a 
close eye on both inflation and interest rate spreads. The first countries to 
raise rates will almost certainly be the ones to see their currencies gain 
ground as well. In Europe, pound sterling is well positioned in this regard, as 
is the Norwegian krone, which is also being lifted by the continued rise in oil 
prices. While the US dollar should be boosted by the Fed’s responsiveness, 
investors’ bullish stance on the greenback seems to be limiting its upside 
against the Swiss franc and the euro in the short term. 

Central banks will soon be following in the footsteps of the Bank of Norway and will begin 
tightening their monetary policies by tapering their asset purchase programmes and raising 
interest rates. On the forex market, the Fed’s scheduled tapering should prompt the US 
dollar to enter a new upward phase.

Central banks are ready  
to change course

  Not all central banks will change their monetary policies at the same 
time or in the same way, which should bring more volatility to the forex 
market and generate investment opportunities. Investors will once again 
be keeping a close eye on both inflation and interest rate spreads. The 
first countries to raise rates will almost certainly be the ones to see their 
currencies gain ground as well.      
Daniel Varela Chief Investment Officer

Currencies

The example of Norway

In recent weeks, the Norwegian krone has risen sharply against the euro, lifted primarily by 
rising oil prices, one of Norway’s main exports.

Source : Bloomberg
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Commodity prices are in a very buoyant phase. As 
the recovery gained momentum, demand in many 
areas returned to the highs seen in 2019. Supplies 
are limited, which is triggering output deficits and 
causing inventories to fall.

The energy sector is currently having a good run. 
Gas prices have soared, mainly in Europe and Asia 

but also in the US, as a result of low inventories and logistical constraints. 
Political pressure (mainly from Russia) could restore rationality to this mar-
ket, but prices could still be driven up in the short term if temperatures 
drop sharply. The same imbalance is apparent on the oil market: despite 
production increases by Opec, inventories have fallen to a five-year low 
(see Figure below). We think that energy prices will remain high, given the 
gap between supply and demand and the fact that clean energies cannot 
yet be counted on to provide a reliable global supply.

Industrial metals are also facing shortages. On top of that, they have to 
meet structural demand owing to their essential role in the energy transi-
tion. Copper, for example, is required for our economies to become more 
electricity-oriented. The optimism on this sector at the end of the first 
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Strong fundamentals
Commodities

After being battered by the economic slowdown caused by COVID-19, commodities have been boosted 
by the phenomenal recovery that followed. Perhaps they have fared too well: demand has been so strong, 
particularly for industrial metals, that the risks of supply shortages have increased. With the support of 
declining inventories, however, commodity prices should remain firm in the current cycle.

quarter appears to have finally taken in, which should set the stage for the 
next upward trend.

Gold is still under pressure. It has been penalised by the uptick in real inte-
rest rates – a headwind that appears set to last. Its only advantage is that it 
is among the few safe havens left on the markets. We are therefore maintai-
ning some exposure for hedging purposes.

  Industrial metals are also facing 
shortages. On top of that, they have to 
meet structural demand owing to their 
essential role in the energy transition. 
Copper, for example, is required for 
our economies to switch to electricity. 
The optimism on this sector at the end 
of the first quarter appears to have 
finally taken in, which should set the 
stage for the next upward trend.      
Léonard Dorsaz Analyst-Manager

Source : Morgan Stanley

Imbalance on the oil market
The solid recovery over 
the past two quarters 
caused oil inventories 
to fall to a five-year low. 
Moves by Opec to boost 
production have not 
been enough to reverse 
this trend.
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Allocation grids

Income profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 9 9
Fixed Income 7 4 9 15 35
Equities 7 4 1 12 1 6 1 32
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 4 4
Alternative funds  18 18
Total 47 8 10 27 1 6 1 100
Currency hedge 13 -1 -12
Total after hedging 60 7 10 15 1 6 1 100

Balanced profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 6 6
Fixed Income 2 3 7 11 23
Equities 8 5 2 19 3 7 1 45
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 4 2 6
Alternative funds  18 18
Total 40 8 9 32 3 7 1 100
Currency hedge 17 -17
Total after hedging 57 8 9 15 3 7 1 100

Growth profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 4 4
Fixed Income 1 2 5 5 13
Equities 9 7 3 23 4 9 2 57
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 5 2 7
Alternative funds  17 17
Total 38 9 8 30 4 9 2 100
Currency hedge 16 -1 -15
Total after hedging 54 8 8 15 4 9 2 100

Dynamic profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 4 4
Fixed Income 1 3 3 7
Equities 10 8 4 29 6 10 2 69
Real Estate 1 1
Commodities 5 2 7
Alternative funds  12 12
Total 32 9 7 34 6 10 2 100
Currency hedge 20 -1 -19
Total after hedging 52 8 7 15 6 10 2 100

This document is published by Piguet Galland & Cie SA and intendedforits private clients. It should not beregardedas an offer or investment advice. 
Piguet Galland & Cie SA cannot guarantee the accuracy ,reliability or exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication. Investment decisions 
base donthein formation contained in this document are the soleresponsibility of the investor.Moreover,any opinions tatedhereinisliable to be changed 
without notice. Past performance reported in this document cannot prejudge or guarantee future results. Financial instruments can be subject to 
purchase or sale restrictions incertain countries or fortypesof investors. Before considering a purchase transaction in investment instruments, every 
investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant legal documents

Currency : CHF
28.09.2021

Currency : CHF 

Allocation grids
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Allocation grids

Income profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 9 2 5 19 35
Equities 16 3 1 7 1 4 1 33
Real Estate 4 4
Commodities 4 4
Alternative funds  16 16
Total 57 5 6 26 1 4 1 100
Currency hedge 11 -11
Total after hedging 68 5 6 15 1 4 1 100

Balanced profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 5 5
Fixed Income 6 1 4 12 23
Equities 20 4 2 11 2 6 1 46
Real Estate 4 4
Commodities 4 2 6
Alternative funds  16 16
Total 55 5 6 25 2 6 1 100
Currency hedge 10 -10
Total after hedging 65 5 6 15 2 6 1 100

Growth profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 1 1
Fixed Income 3 3 6 12
Equities 25 5 2 18 3 7 1 61
Real Estate 4 4
Commodities 5 2 7
Alternative funds  15 15
Total 53 5 5 26 3 7 1 100
Currency hedge 11 -11
Total after hedging 64 5 5 15 3 7 1 100

 

This document is published by Piguet Galland & Cie SA and intendedforits private clients. It should not beregardedas an offer or investment advice. 
Piguet Galland & Cie SA cannot guarantee the accuracy ,reliability or exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication. Investment decisions 
base donthein formation contained in this document are the soleresponsibility of the investor.Moreover,any opinions tatedhereinisliable to be changed 
without notice. Past performance reported in this document cannot prejudge or guarantee future results. Financial instruments can be subject to 
purchase or sale restrictions incertain countries or fortypesof investors. Before considering a purchase transaction in investment instruments, every 
investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant legal documents

Currency : CHF domestic
28.09.2021

Currency : CHF (Prévoyance Plus)

Allocation grids
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Currency : EURO

Allocation grids
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Allocation grids

Income profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 10 8 18 36
Equities 4 6 2 12 1 6 1 32
Real Estate
Commodities 4
Alternative funds  20
Total 4 48 10 30 1 6 1 100
Currency hedge 18 -18
Total after hedging 4 63 10 15 1 6 1 100

Balanced profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 5 5
Fixed Income 5 7 12 24
Equities 4 7 3 19 3 8 1 45
Real Estate
Commodities 4 2 6
Alternative funds  20 20
Total 4 41 10 33 3 8 1 100
Currency hedge 18 -18
Total after hedging 4 59 10 15 3 8 1 100

Growth profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 3 3
Fixed Income 3 5 6 14
Equities 4 10 5 23 4 9 2 57
Real Estate
Commodities 5 2 7
Alternative funds  19 19
Total 4 40 10 31 4 9 2 100
Currency hedge 16 -16
Total after hedging 4 56 10 15 4 9 2 100

Dynamic profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 4 4
Fixed Income 1 3 3 7
Equities 5 11 6 29 6 10 2 69
Real Estate
Commodities 5 2 7
Alternative funds  13 13
Total 5 34 9 34 6 10 2 100
Currency hedge 19 -19
Total after hedging 5 53 9 15 6 10 2 100

This document is published by Piguet Galland & Cie SA and intendedforits private clients. It should not beregardedas an offer or investment advice. 
Piguet Galland & Cie SA cannot guarantee the accuracy ,reliability or exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication. Investment decisions 
base donthein formation contained in this document are the soleresponsibility of the investor.Moreover,any opinions tatedhereinisliable to be changed 
without notice. Past performance reported in this document cannot prejudge or guarantee future results. Financial instruments can be subject to 
purchase or sale restrictions incertain countries or fortypesof investors. Before considering a purchase transaction in investment instruments, every 
investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant legal documents

Currency : EUR
28.09.2021



Allocation grids

Income profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 6 4 26 36
Equities 4 5 2 13 1 6 1 32
Real Estate
Commodities 4 4
Alternative funds  20 20
Total 4 11 6 71 1 6 1 100
Currency hedge
Total after hedging 4 11 6 71 1 6 1 100

Balanced profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 5 5
Fixed Income 3 3 18 24
Equities 4 5 3 21 3 8 1 45
Real Estate
Commodities 6 6
Alternative funds  20 20
Total 4 8 6 70 3 8 1 100
Currency hedge
Total after hedging 4 8 6 70 3 8 1 100

Growth profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 3 3
Fixed Income 1 3 10 14
Equities 4 6 4 28 4 9 2 57
Real Estate
Commodities 7 7
Alternative funds  19 19
Total 4 7 7 67 4 9 2 100
Currency hedge
Total after hedging 4 7 7 67 4 9 2 100

Dynamic profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 
Japan

Other 
Emerg. Total

Cash and Cash equivalents 4 4
Fixed Income 1 1 5 7
Equities 5 7 4 35 6 10 2 69
Real Estate
Commodities 7 7
Alternative funds  13 13
Total 5 8 5 64 6 10 2 100
Currency hedge
Total after hedging 5 8 5 64 6 10 2 100

This document is published by Piguet Galland & Cie SA and intendedforits private clients. It should not beregardedas an offer or investment advice. 
Piguet Galland & Cie SA cannot guarantee the accuracy ,reliability or exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication. Investment decisions 
base donthein formation contained in this document are the soleresponsibility of the investor.Moreover,any opinions tatedhereinisliable to be changed 
without notice. Past performance reported in this document cannot prejudge or guarantee future results. Financial instruments can be subject to 
purchase or sale restrictions incertain countries or fortypesof investors. Before considering a purchase transaction in investment instruments, every 
investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant legal documents

Currency : USD
28.09.2021

Currency : USD

Allocation grids
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This document is published by PIGUET GALLAND & Cie SA. It is not intended 
for circulation to natural persons or legal entities falling under a jurisdiction whose 
laws and/or regulations applicable in this area prohibit access to such information 
by reason of their nationality or domicile. The information or data presented in this 
document must not be regarded as an offer, an invitation to invest or investment 
advice. Nor may they be construed as advice on economic, legal or fiscal matters.

PIGUET GALLAND & Cie SA cannot guarantee the accuracy, reliability, topicality or 
exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication, either explicitly or implicitly. 
Moreover, any opinion stated herein is liable to be changed without notice. Investment 
decisions based on the information contained in this document are your sole 
responsibility. Before considering a purchase transaction in investment instruments, 
every investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant 
legal documents and the brochure of the ASB on specific risks in securities trading. 
Any investment decision must likewise be based on the personal experience of the 
investor and, as appropriate, on specific advice given by experienced specialists.

Past performance reported in this document cannot prejudge or guarantee future 
results. Moreover the value and income drawn from securities or financial instruments 
may rise or fall and it is possible that investors will not recover the totality of their initial 
investment. The losses which may result from this situation can also represent the 
totality of the invested capital or even exceed that capital. Performance data does  
not include commissions or costs charged when shares are purchased or redeemed.

PIGUET GALLAND & Cie SA expressly declines all liability for errors or omissions in 
this publication. Reproduction in whole or in part of this document without the prior 
written authorization of PIGUET GALLAND & Cie SA is prohibited. 
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